Talk it off the map

To show similarities between the two characters:
Both, as well as __,
Similarly, also
By comparison, like

Walt Disney’s film, *Remember the Titans*
Practice with Transitions

To show similarities between the two

Both
As well as
Similarly,
Also
By comparison
like

To show the differences between the two

;however,
;whereas,
;nevertheless,
Unlike
On the other hand,
By contrast,
, but

Walt Disney’s film, *Remember the Titans*
Practice with Transitions

To show similarities between the two
- Both
- As well as
- Similarly,
- Also
- By comparison like

To show the differences between the two
- ;however,
- ;whereas,
- ;nevertheless,
- Unlike
- On the other hand,
- By contrast,
- ,but

Write it off the map – 2 comparisons, 2 contrasts

Walt Disney’s film, Remember the Titans
Walt Disney’s film, Remember the Titans

FOR: How do these characters/ideas relate to the universal theme of change?
• Create an opinion statement with clarification
• Use a clarification transition from your elaboration tree map
Prompt:
How does the film *Remember the Titans* exemplify the universal theme of change?

- What ideas made these changes *possible*? What resulted from these changes?
Opinion Statement & Clarification Statement

Prompt:
How does the film *Remember the Titans* exemplify the universal theme of change?

- In Walt Disney’s film, *Remember the Titans*, sacrifice became a powerful component to producing change.

---

Try to avoid

- is, are, was, were,
- am, said

Practice switching the opinion, clarification statement. Use different transitions for each. Which one do you prefer? ✮
Opinion Statement & Clarification Statement

Prompt:
How does the film *Remember the Titans* exemplify the universal theme of change?

- In Walt Disney’s film, *Remember the Titans*, sacrifice became a powerful component to producing change. **In other words**, the boys on the team had to give up their old ways in order to move forward.

Try to avoid:
is, are, was, were, am, said

Practice switching the opinion, clarification statement. Use different transitions for each. Which one do you prefer? ✫